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WELCOME SPEECH

Forewords from the Chairman of Committee

Assalamu’alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuh

First of all, I wish to extend a warm welcome to fellow delegates from the various countries and regions. I realize that you are fully dedicated to the sessions that will follow but I do hope you will also take time to enjoy sparkling Makassar with its tropical setting, friendly people, and wonderful cuisine.

This 2nd International Conference on Mathematics, Science, Technology, Education, and Their Application 2016 is organized by the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Universitas Negeri Makassar to bring all experts and researches in these field sharing their important thoughts and findings. The conference will be held in two days from 3rd – 4th of October 2016 with two keynote speakers, seven invited speakers, and more than 80 parallel speakers from different backgrounds.

Let me take this opportunity, on behalf of the committee members, to express my gratitude and sincere thanks to the keynote, invited and all parallel speakers for spending their valuable time with us in this conference. I do hope that your time in Makassar will be valuable and memorable.

Finally, I would like to thank all steering and organizing committee for their hard work and dedication to the success of this conference. I would like also to apologize to all of you should you find any inconvenience during this event.

Thank you very much,

Wassalamu’alaykum Warahmatullahi Wa barakatuh

Chairman of Committee,

Dr. Drs. A. Mushawwir Tayeb, M.Kes.
The 2\textsuperscript{nd} ICMSTEA Speech

By The Dean of Mathematics and Natural Sciences Faculty

Universitas Negeri Makassar

Your excellency Rector of Universitas Negeri Makassar
Honorable Vice Rectors and Dean of All Faculties
Honorable Keynote Speakers
Distinguished all invited speakers from outstanding universities
Distinguished all speakers and guests
All participants,
Ladies & Gentlemen,

\textit{Assalamu\'alaykum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.} My greetings for all of you. May peace and God’s blessing be upon us all. \textit{Alhamdulillah,} all praises be to the Almighty God, Allah \textit{subhanahu wata\'ala.}

It is my pleasure to welcome you all to the opening of The 2\textsuperscript{nd} International Conference on Mathematics, Science, Technology, Education \& their Applications (2\textsuperscript{nd} ICMSTEA). I am delighted to see that the Mathematics and Natural Science Faculty has again organized the second conference that capitalize on our strength and built on our commitment to promoting Mathematics, Science, Technology and Education.

I do hope that this conference would bring a great opportunity for all of us to strengthen our contribution to the advancement of our nation.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the conference organizing committee for their diligent work. I would also like to thank participants, especially those of you coming from abroad, for joining us and sharing your valuable experiences. Should you find any inconveniences and shortcomings, please accept our sincere apologies.

Finally, let me wish you fruitful discussion and a very pleasant stay in Makassar.

Thank you,
Wassalamu\’alaykum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh

Dean of Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
Universitas Negeri Makassar

Prof. Dr. Abdul Rahman, M.Pd.
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